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Home Economics in Denmark 
There are three "Husmoderskolen" 01· 
householding schools in Denmark. They 
are privately owned, but are under a 
certain amount of state supervision-
that is to say, the state fixes the minimum 
of work which must be taught and gives 
tho examinations to candi· 
elates for tc>.aching certifi-
cates. 
'rhe largest and most up-
to·da te of these schools is 
Den Suhrske Husmoderskol-
en, in Copenhagen, owned 
by Mrs. Suhr-Ma il::md. Al -
though tho state docs not 
SJWcify ei!l1er eu1 rant' l ' rl' · 
quin•mputs or ex:nu i 11:1 tio:~~, 
Mr~. M11iland prefe1·H l1ur 
Hl'lllimn· ~tudcnt~ to l1avc l1ail 
tlm•c years of high sel1ool 
and to have passed their uni-
n• rsity entrance examina-
t ions, or a minimum of two 
years in the high school. 
"High school" there does 
not mean quite the same 
th ing, however, as in the 
United States, because git·ls 
go ten years to school before entering 
high school. 
The seminar, or two-year course, pre-
pares the girls for teaching cookil1g in 
the elementary schools. There are also 
short courses, which may be from four 
to ten months in duration. These short 
courses are very popular-patronized 
chiefly by prospective brides. 
'rhe school has both boarding and day 
students. At that time there were 159 
students in all, with 24 in each year of 
the seminar. '!'here arc living accomo-
dations for about 26 students. 'l'hey 
have separate kitchens and cook their 
own meals. Their rooms arc very pleas-
antly furnished, in a style similar to 
that of our own dormitories. Several 
of the teachers also live at the college. 
The seminar course was the most in-
teresting to me, because it is compar-
able to our college comse. The first 
year the students have these courses: • 
Cooke1·y, Cleaning (floors, furniture, 
By Marguerite Stotts Hopkins 
Instructor in Applied Art Department 
etc.), Laundry (washing), Chemist1·y, 
Botany, Bacteriology, Physiology. 
The second year offers the following: 
Fancy Cookery, Laundry (ironing and 
dry cleaning), · Pedagogy (theory and 
practice teaching), Hygiene (including 
Girl Bacteriologists in Denmark 
home nursing and child care), Dietetics, 
Budgeting, Marketing. 
This year's work includes several trips 
to the city markets and fourteen whole 
days spent in Children's Homes in Cop-
enhagen. You will notice that there are 
no sewing courses offered. 'l'he reason 
for that is because Mrs. Mailand feels 
that it could not be properly taught in 
the little time that could be devoted to 
clothing work in the tw·o·year course, 
and therefore had better ·be omitted en-
tirely. Po1·merly an optional third years' 
wo1·k was offered in clothing, but lack 
of space necessitated its being discon-
tinued. 
In the short courses the students de-
vote most of their time to cooke1·y. If 
they are to be there only f1·om four to 
six months, sewing is optional, but -the 
ten months' student must devote two 
days per week to sewing. 'l'hcy make 
a variety of garments-from simple house 
dresses to tailored coats. To my regret, 
they were unable to show any garments 
the day of my visit. 
In addition to these regular courses, 
Mrs. Mailand has evening classes. A 
cookery class for poorer girls who can-
not afford the l'egular fees meets two 
evenings per week for three 
months. She has also fl'ee 
ev1011ing classes where poor 
women are taught such 
things as how to utilize in-
expensive foods most advan-
tageously, simple home nurs· 
ing and home dry cleaning. 
The equipme11t i11 hot l1 
Ht huo.l~ wa~ rather similar to 
ou1· ow11. .Much whi1·e Cll -
:llnl'l a11cl white ti li ng gave 
" nisv, clean look to t he 
kik l1cns, and blue ti le-top 
tables provide an attmctivc 
note of color. Gas stoves 
and OYens, with an occasion· 
al electric stove are in gen-
eral use. 
For the first month or so 
tho cooking desks arc ar-
nmged so that all girls are 
cooking the same dish. After that the 
girls arc organized into "families" and 
the laboratories rearranged into a unit 
kitchen system. Much less time is spent 
on the theory of foods and much more in 
the evolving of elaborate dishes than 
with us. 
On the day of my visit a group of 
short course girls had prepared a lunch-
eon which I was fortunately invited to 
sha 1·c. All of the dishes were rolrl, and 
tl1e table was covered with · nitractivc 
and elaborate dishes in an lllll:l7.ing var-
iPty. 'l'hey had thougl1tfuliy placed me 
ilctll'ecn two girls who spoke excellent 
Bnglish, :md their gny conve1·sation was 
so like that of Iowa i:itate coeds that I 
felt quite at home in spite of my dif-
ferent surroundings. 
'l'he old proverb about having too many 
irollS in the fire is an abominable lie. 
Haw• all in, hovel, tongs and pokcr.-
,\dalll Clarke. 
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The Swan Song of the Silk Worm 
By Clareta Walker 
W E hoar so much about synthetic jazz, synthetic blues and now-
. synthetic fibers. 'rhe silk worm 
ancl spruce tree are running in competi-
tion with each other. 
Said a little silk worm to an old spruce 
t1·ee, 
If you were a mulberry I'd eat thee; 
But bein 's as you're just a spruce, 
For me you aren't any use, 
To waste my time from spinning thread 
For milady's silken ted. 
For she must have heT silk-oh, yes! 
Or she wouldn't know how to dress. 
She might have to stay at home 
For fear she 'cl be called a "prone," 
So they must be silk-all her clothes-
Her hat and gloves besides her hose. 
The silk worm went to fi•nd her tree, 
Saying, this is the last you'll see of me. 
About this time another tree-the spruce, 
Thought she, too, should be of use, 
So she asked man to find a way 
'ro keep up with that wo1·m today. 
He took some chips out of her ti·unk, 
Added caustic acid to make them drunk. 
He pressed, then pulled this stuff apart, 
To make a fiber- it was an art. 
Now the motto is-bv a new old name-
Synthetic fiber for e;ery dame. 
There. was a great need for an artificial 
silk because so many people wanted to 
wear the real silk that the silk worm 
could not supply the demand. So about 
one hurndred and fifty years ago the first 
attempts were made to produce, artifi· 
cially, fibers of a fine, silk-like character. 
In 1883 Joseph Swan of England is re-
ported to have made synthetic fibers by 
squeezing a mixture of wood and cotton 
pulp through minute openings. In 1884 
patents were taken out by Count Hilaire 
de Chardonnet of Fra•11ce, covering the 
first synthetic fiber to be commercially 
successful. 'rhis he called artificial silk. 
Not until seventeen years ago was it pro-
duced in America. About six years ago 
the National Retail D1·y Goods Asso-
ciation agreed to call it ''Rayon.'' The 
Fedeml Trade Commission and Tex-
tile Testing Group of the United States 
Bureau of Standards used it as the gen-
eric term coveTing all of the man-made 
or s~"nthetic fibe1·s, considering it the 
fifth basic textile. 
The process by which synthetic 
fibers are made is the nitro-cellulose 
process which is used by the Tubize 
Artificial Silk Co. The cellulose acetate 
process goes by the trade name of celan-
ese, while cuprammonium process is used 
by the American Bemberg Corporation. 
About eighty-five percent of all the pro-
cesses used are the viscose processes that 
have many trade names. Products from 
these processes are sold iu about 18 dif-
ferent departments in all leading stores 
in the country. 
Much agitation has been aroused over 
the use of the word rayo•n because of the 
many products, each with different trade 
names. Celanese and Bemberg do not 
use the name myon at all and so to dis-
tinguish their fabrics from silk they 
speak of them as Bemberg flat crepe, 
celanese voile and so on. 
Some of the most distinctive character-
istics of acetate yarns are due to the hard 
surface, whir h makes them highly resist-
ant to . stains and soil; for the firm, 
smooth surface .sheds dirt, while grease, 
and evE!a ink, fruit juices and similar 
substances likely to produce stains clo 
not penetrate the fiber. White cellulose 
acetate remains whit<', not becomi11g yel-
lowed with washing 01· with exposure to 
light. 1t will stand clry cleaning as well 
as laundering, but will not holcl up un -
der a hot iron, as an iron that woulcl 
scorch silk or wool would melt acetate 
fabrics. The dryi•ng qualities are su-
perior to that of cotton, and fabrics made 
of acetate yarns will neither shrink nor 
stretch, nor are they affected in any way 
by salt sea water. Even pleats, when 
steamed in, are not affected by moisture 
or actual laundering if washed in tepid 
water and a warm iron used with a dry 
cloth over the pleats. 
Much is being dO'ne in the way of ob-
taining beautiful colors in these syn-
thetic fibers, and in connection with 
other textiles. Acetate yarns have no 
affinity for the clyes that other fibers 
have, so a great variety of color is ob-
tainable. One could almost say we are 
shock proof when wearing these fabrics, 
as they prevent the concluctior,, of elec-
tricity. BC\Oause cellulose acetate drapes 
well and does 110t ha,-e the harsh, shiny 
appearance, it is very well liked and is 
coming to a widrr range of US<'s e\•et·y 
day, especially bemuse of the fact that 
most of the fabrics made from this celln-
loso acetate fiber arc wrinkle proof. 
Practically all of theso points may be 
saicl of all s)·nth<:'tic fibers which helps to 
prove t.hnt we p1·obably will, jf we 
haven't alreacly, go synthetic mad. 
R.efcren~e--' 'Women's Wear Daily''-
''Rayon-a Hew i•,tfluence in t he textile 
imlustry. '' Polic-:v Holders' Service Bu-
reau, Metropolitan I,ife Insurance Com-
pany. 
The Romance of Linoleum 
"Well, I would certainly try the new 
linoleum I saw in town today if I knew 
anything about buying it," sighed Mrs. 
Davis, "but the last I put down was so 
poor it cracked all out inside of a couple 
of months." 
"We were just talking about linoleum 
in school the other day, Mom, and in 
our institutional administration classes 
we found out that there are no less than 
seven kinds of linoleum. Wait till I get 
my notebook and perhaps we can fix 
the problem up." (This from the I. S. C. 
coed.) 
And here is what they found: 
Some linoleum is lacquered and waxed 
to insure absolute security from dirt-
absorbing pores, and makes the surface 
practically scratchproof. This same 
treatment provides for a far more dur-
able rug which is also easier to clean. 
Linoleum derives its name . from its 
principal ingredients, linseed oil. Lin-
seed oil is made of lineum, flax and 
oleum with oil added. The linseed oil is 
boiled and then oxidized until it hardens 
into a tough and r ubberlike substance. 
'rhc material is then mixed with powder-
ed cork, wood flour, kauri gum and rosli1, 
with the addition of some color pigments. 
This mass is pressed onto burlap by 
presses. The linoleum then passes into 
drying stoves kept at a uniform tempei·-
ature. It remains in the stoves from one 
to six weeks depending upon the thick-
ness of the material. Materials for Jill-
oleum come from all over the world. 
From Argentine comes the linseed, from 
Spain the cork, from Scotland the bur-
lap, from British India the Jute (which 
is sent to Scotland to be made into bur-
lap), from New Zealand comes the kauri 
gum from the pine tree (this binds the 
ingredients together, from England 
comes the whiting which is the basis of 
paints on printed linoleum and of dry 
colors in inlaids, and from Germa:ny 
come the tinting colors. 
Don't Mistreat Linoleum 
After you have purchased linoleum, 
you should follow certain rules in using 
it. I ,inoleum must not be laid upon a 
painted floor. Remove or sandpaper the 
paint first. Do not lay linoleum on a 
ground floor without first water-proofing 
it., for the cement will not hold the lin-
oleum in place. Don't unroll the linol-
eum while it is cold. Keep it in a Toom 
at about 70 degrees for three or four 
dnys. If you find when unrolling it 
that it is starting to crack, stop unrolling 
or the entire roll will be ruined. Keep 
linoleum in a warm, dry and clean place 
away from stovell and da\mp cellars. 
Printed linoleum with a vamished sur-
face should be vaTnished. Inlaid, bat-
tleship or plain linoleum should be wax-
eel, and lacquered surfaces should be 
lacquered. Strong soaps and alkalies 
(Continued on page 16) 
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Follies at Iowa State College 
By .Tulia Bourne 
One week before the annual IIome Ec-
onomics Vodvil was given this year some 
one from out of town visited the Home 
Economics Building. When she looked 
into sewing labomtories she saw girls 
who were busy sewing on costumes; in 
the art laboratories girls were designing 
and painting scenery; and in the audi-
torium she saw girls practicing dances. 
When she was told that they 
were practicing for the Vod-
vil, she said, "I think you 
must be going to have a very 
fine show, judging from the 
number of people who are get-
ting it ready, hut do you 
think you will have a11yone 
left to see the performance~" 
Vodvil Draws Full Houses 
But when the nights of the 
Vodvil came there weTe full 
houses to greet the 75 girls 
who were in the cast. After 
the orchestra lutd played its 
opening number the curtain 
was pulled back and on the 
>tagc was a coed's boudoir. 
Girls in black satin pajamas 
with gay trimmiugs were 
luungi ng a round on the sofa 
with its many cu.lorcd pillows. 
After thP dance called "Lcs 
J>ajan ws," the l;cautiful girl, 
"La Belle jcunc fill<•," entered 
the boudoir. She had evident-
ly tome from a party for she 
ww> 'rearing an evening dress 
of white s;ttin and tulle, 
and her hair was drawn back in a most 
beroming way. As the pajamas girls 
were envious and curious to know how 
she made herself so beautiful, she told 
them by a dance and a song what her 
beauty secrets were. She called in the 
powder puff, the 1·ouge, the perfume, the 
lipstick and the mirror. While she 
danced in and about these they too kept 
time with the music of the orchestra. 
'!'hen with these beauty helps in the 
background the beautiful girl and the 
paj.ama chorus danced together. 
A Georgian Male Quartette with black 
cutaway coats, stiff waist fronts, tall 
hats, and black faces, appeared for the 
first cm-tain act, and did a real south-
ern shuffle. 
Sunshine Club Performs 
But in Act Four the scene had shifted 
from a coed's boudoir to the steps of 
the College Postofficc. Bark of this was 
painted the campanile, Central Building, 
and other college institutiOI1S in gay, 
modernistic designs. Four college men 
were lounging on the steps, and when 
the trim little coeds walked by, they tried 
to sell them Green Gande1·s, besides get-
ting a word in for themselves, and wise-
cracks about some of the faculty and 
others. In the midst of this the Campus 
Capers came in to do a combination drill 
and dance. 
'l'he Painted Indians on Broadway with 
beautiful fox furs from Des Moines, 
black shoes, gloves and liats, and black 
purses tucked under their arms and a 
great. deal of lipstick and eyebrow pencil 
did a curtain act dance which did justice 
to their name. 
'l'hc "antics" of the Acrobatic Antics 
are still being discussed by those who 
saw the girls in this act make pyramids, 
play games where they stood · on their 
heads and tum bouncing somersaults. 
"I didn't know we had such talented 
girls in our school," one lady was heai"d 
to say as she was pasing out of the 
auditorium. 
Tn the chorus "Jazzing the Nineties" 
eight girls dressed in various colored old-
fasl ,ioncd costumes did a modern dance 
in front of the blue curtain. Most of 
the girls in tl1is chon1s have bought the 
costumes they wo1·c and as styles seem 
to be tending to long skirts and higher 
waist lines, pe1·lmps these girls are pre-
paring for their futme wardrobe. 
Alladin Gets a Break 
'l'he final act was that of Aladdin's 
Cave. Aladdin was lying in a cave and 
rts he woke up and gazed about he saw 
that there beautiful jewels hanging from 
the top and sides of th e cave. He saw 
a tree and when he went to it he found 
the lamp for which he had been sent. 
And then in the cave of precious jewels 
shining out of the dai"kness, the Ame-
thysts, Sapphires, and Emeralds, in soft 
flowing gowns, to the soft music of 
the violin, danced for the wondering 
Aladdin. 
'l'hus ended the Vodvil for the year 
1930. 
Come Into My Kitchen 
''Won't you come into my kitchen~'' 
This was the cheery greeting given to a 
g roup of women and men who were inter-
ested in the accomplishm ents of the home-
makers of Fayette County. 'l'he kitchen 
tour, conducted by Miss Fanny Gannon, 
the home management specialist of that 
county, came as t he grand finale follow-
_ing two yea1·s study of home npnage-
mcnt problems. Projects of labor sav-
ing equipment and systematic planning 
had been studied the first year, and 
kitchen improvement the second ·year. 
'l'he inspimtion of these gracious home-
makei·s was in evidence. ..What could be 
mo1·e inviting than crisp curtains at the 
windows ~ There were curtains of barred 
dimity C{lged with green points, there 
wei"O chintz shades in a kitchen of grey 
ancl 1·ose, one with yellow woodwork, 
with linoleum I"efinished with stippling 
of orange, gi"cen and blue, and another 
with green cur tains accented with yellow 
and black. Gay, homey .l<itchens! 'l'he 
t·ounty seemed only to have kitchens of 
suth dL•stription. Perhaps the hostesses 
had l,cen interested only in interior dcco-
nttion. But no! There was proof pointed 
out by the guide of the tom- that busy 
wivl'S and mothers arc anxious to save 
time and energy. They had pi"eviousJy 
studied the causes and remedies of fa-
tiguo and the usc of leisure time. 
The home management specialist point-
ed out the good and bad features of the 
lighting of the rooms, the color schemes, 
floor coverings and finishes and the ar-
rangements of the work centers. In a 
home that was being remodeled the visi-
tors offered constructive criticism. 
Father and Son had had their share in 
helping Mother enjoy the easy chairs 
that appeared in most of the kitchens. 
The handy man should be given credit 
for arranging such devices as a cabinet 
for soaps and cleaning powders, a divided 
drawer for various sized utensils, and a 
woodbox fitted with castei"s in OI"der that 
it might be filled from t he doorway. An-
other inte1·csting woodbox was one built-
in so that it might be filled from the out-
side. 
Tho tourists might have played a 
game of ''I Spy Convenient Devices.'' 
Among their finds would have been listed 
such features as built-in ironing boards, 
lavatories other than the kitchen sinks, 
separate washrooms and wardrohes for 
(Continued on page 10) 
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Found-Thirty-five Hours a Week 
By Ethel Cessna Morgan 
Instructor in Economics and Household Administration 
V ERY often the most vital influences in our lives come in the unexpect -
ed moments. The other day, I 
picked up a copy of our college alumni 
magazines expecting to scan its pages 
for news of old friends. I was caught 
instood by an article which I had reread 
twice and which has been subconsciously 
in my mind ever since. It was the re-
print of a Commencement address given 
by Dorothy Canfield Fisher to the Grad-
uating class at Kansas University last 
spring. 
She points out that almost over 
night our nation has jumped from 
adolescence to adulthood, and that the 
pioneering virtues which were so neces-
sary to the citizens of a generation or 
two ago must be supplanted by qualitites 
needed by an entirely new civilization. 
'l'here is no place which has been more 
revolutionized by the ·new prosperity and 
new inventions than the home. Much of 
the "Home" of pioneer days has gone-
perhaps too much. Certainly we arc not 
justified in turning many of our home r e-
sponsibilities over to outside agencies 
and equipp'ing our homes with high-
priced labor saving machinery for the 
rest of the tasks if we are not using the 
time thus saved in a conservative way to 
develop what Mrs. Fisher calls, "the 
depth and fineness of. the nature of each 
individual." 
The New Leisure-Fact or Fancy 
It is hard for us women to realize that 
we do have leisure. When we count the 
number of things we do each day, it 
seems that leisure is a far-fetched term 
when applied to any active homemaker. 
We know that we have been freed from 
many of the tasks which om mothers and 
gmndmothers performed. We no longer 
spin and weave, we no longer dip candles. 
Most of us have stopped cleaning lamps 
and churning. What arc we doing with 
the time saved~ We all insist that we 
are busier than ever in spite of having 
been freed from those tasks. And we 
are busy. 
Several interesting studies have been 
made in the last year or two concerning 
woman's 11se of her time. The U. S. 
Bureau of Home Economics has found 
that "even in this day of ready-made 
clothing, canned foods, washing machines 
and nursery schools, the average time 
spent in homemaking tasks was 51 hours 
a week. Only one-sixth of tho women 
spent less than 42 hours a week in t heir 
homemaking while over one-third were 
clearly over-worked, spending over 56 
hours a week. Compared with the work-
ing hours in modern industry, this is a 
full-time job." 
But even if it is a full-time job from 
the standpoint of industry, we still have 
many hours left. If we sleep eight hours 
a day we have 112 hours left to use dur-
ing the week. Now if we were' to spend 
60 hours a week working and that is 
more than the majority of us do spend, 
we still have 52 hours left. Of course, 
some of this will be spent in meals, but 
even the very overworked do have 35 
hom·s or more to use each week for 
leisure time pursuits. 
Planning the Work and Working the Plan 
More time may be released by simple 
living, labo1· savers, proper anangement 
of equipment, things kept in their proper 
place, family cooperation, and a definite 
plan of work. 
There is need for thinking through 
our activities both in homemaking and in 
leisure and determining their real value 
to us. 
We have a popular misconception that 
leisure must mean either folding our 
hands and doing nothing or else engag-
ing in some form of amusement. There 
is a place for folding our hands and re-
laxing. It is like the rests in the music 
sco1·e. These rests, while having no 
music in themselves add much to the 
charm of the music. Let us not slur 
over the rests. 
We do need some amusement too. But 
we do not need too much of it. 
Mrs. Fisher says : "We know that all 
the deeper and finer life of a country, 
most of what makes a nation worth the 
space it occupies on the globe, depends 
not upon the comfort and ease but upon 
the depth and fineness of natme of each 
individual in it. We honestly thought 
that we could fool away the leisure hours 
of our maturity that ought to have held 
hard athletically strenuous mental train-
ing, in childish playing with grown-up's 
toys like golf and buying clothes and 
playing b1·idge and scunying there and 
back in automobiles, and yet somehow 
our nation would not be puerile and shal-
low-minded. 
"Amusements are mere toys. They can 
never do more than amuse. They can 
no more fill up the empty places in a 
growing human soul and mind, than choc-
olate drops can nomish a growing child. 
"Our fathers led a lean and dyspeptic 
though vigorous life on the limited diet 
of the meat of hard continuous work. We 
have not enough of that absorbing hand-
labor to fill our lives but we have not 
known how to add to our national diet 
anything more than the sugar candy of 
very light amusements. We have grown 
fat on it, but flabby." 
'!'here arc various ways of u~ing uu1· 
leisure time. One scarcely know~ whether 
to include remunerative employment out-
side the home as a leisure time activity. 
Very often there is {1 dire necessity in 
it. And as more and more of the house-
hold tasks are taken from the home, if 
we are to maintain our present standard 
of living, it seems to me more and more 
women are going to lie forced to aid fi-
nancially in making family life possible. 
But that is not the leisure time use 
that I am writing about to-day. It is 
a problem for economics. 
We want to make the most of our 
leisure as Scott says, "l!'irst by getting 
health and keeping it; second, by getting 
a mind and using it." 
There should be a place for physical 
recreation in our programs. We all need 
some actual physical play. Heart trouble, 
abdominal disorders and obesity a1·e ser -
ious handicaps which would be veTy large-
ly · done away with if we give sufficient 
thought to our physical rcquiremcuts. 
Although we women get much walki11g 
while doing our daily household tasks, we 
do need definite exercises which tone up 
the whole system. 
Picnics for All 
We 110ed picnics, sO<'.:I.al gatherings, 
travel and sports that the whole family 
can join in. When we are gone, we don't 
want our children to miss us because 
they can't find anyone who will spend 
the long hours as family servants that 
we did. We want to be missed because 
we have been real pals to our children 
and have entered heartily into thei•· 
good times. 
Leisure time used in this way will do 
much to solve many of the perplexing 
problems which are facing home and so-
ciety today. 
Then we should use a part of our leis-
ure for intellectual impl'Ovement. Even if 
the mending has to wait, every one of 
us should spend some time each day read-
ing. The world has been progressing 
so rapidly that we women who have been 
busy rea1·ing our families for the last 
few years need to get up-to-date. It 
is a pathetic sight, but all too commo11, 
to find a mother whose children have out-
grown her. She has slaYed for them, 
putting in hours of drudgery in baking 
for them, and mending for them, watch-
ing over them in their illnesses, spending 
countless hours in doing for them the 
things which only a mother knows about, 
but she has failed to keep up with their 
(Continued on page 13) 
The Homemaker's Books 
" Old Patchwork Quilts and the Women 
Who Made Them" 
By Ruth E. Finley 
(Published by J. B. Lippincott Co., 
Philadelphia) 
Lately the1·e has been renewed inter-
est in patchwork, both old and new. To-
day modern reproductions are being 
made in the same way our foremothers 
made the quilts now called antique. 
Revivers of the a rt of quilting will 
be interested in this new book by Ruth 
E . Finley. There was never a quilt 
pieced that did not bear a name, states 
Miss Finley. Ninety-seven full page 
photographs show some of the old de-
signs, besides J 00 diagrams of other 
quilt designs. Miss Finley includes in 
her book discussions of the different 
kinds of quilts, where and how they were 
made, the development of the quilt de-
signs, directions for cutting patches, 
discussions of the origin of quilt names, 
and illustrations of some beautiful, old 
npplique designs. 
These older quilt patterns are as much 
at home among the angles and lines 
of our modernistic furniture as among 
the graceful curves of the old furniture. 
Although patchwork is an early Amer-
ican art, it is one which has been known 
and produced ever since the first woven 
cloth wore out in spots. But, it is in 
America that most of our bountiful pat-
terns have originated. Museums over 
the country have added patchwork quilts 
to their collections. 
The art of quilt making was highly 
developed from 1750 to 1850. At that 
time, all the property was controlled by 
men. Even the dower of the bride be-
came automatically the husband's posses-
sion. In needlework only did women 
hold sway, and in this they were encour-
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aged. The wamon of past generations 
who did not make her own bedding and 
an abundance of it was practically un-
known. 
In the Colonial days all the cloth was 
brought from Europe and sold at pro-
hibitive prices, so each scrap left from 
cutting was worth much. The "crazy 
patch" r esulted, which fits pieces irreg-
ularly together in order to use every bit 
of the valuable material. 
The scrap bag helped social life, for 
the women all interchanged pieces. The 
· quilting bee, too, was "one grand ex-
cuse for the gathering of home-tied wom-
en." According to Miss Finley, the first 
suffrage speech ever listened to was deliv-
ered by Susan B. Anthony at a church 
quilting. 
'rhe individual quilts described by 
Miss Finley are interesting, as she has 
spent much time in research and study-
ing their history. 
"The curtain falls in 1880," states 
Miss Finley. "A new system of econ-
omics came into the world, offering a 
place to women as well as to men. Her 
journey of more than two and a half 
centuries along the trail of her patch-
woi·k was fin ished. The story of her 
heart, as written in this particular work 
of her hands, was done." 
Miss Hansen Leads Tourists 
Miss Joanne l\1. Hansen, head of the 
applied art department, will conduct a 
tour this summer through seven countries 
in Europe. Students may classify for 
college credit by writing a report on 
some particular subject related to the 
tour, after consultation with Miss Han-
sen. This will be Miss Hansen's fourth 
trip to Europe. 
The sailing date is June 27, 1930, at 
midnight, from New York, and the party 
will return August 31. Important cities 
and points of interest will be visited in 
Italy, 1!'1·ance, Switzerland, Germany, 
Holland, Belgium, and there will be sev-
eml days spent in London. 
"Ancient ruins, beautiful parks, ma-
jestic mountains, a glacier garden, and 
fascinating museums, palaces and cath-
edrals will be visited, and world famous 
drives and boat trips will be taken," 
said Miss Hansen. 
'L'he company wm see a performance of 
the Passion Play which is given but 
one year in ten. 
Miss Hansen will furnish further in-
fo rmation to anyone upon request. The 
cost of the entire tour is $820, which in-
cludes all general expenses except the 
tips on the steam ship. 
Prances Seeds, M. S., '28, has a gjft 
shop at Columbia, Mo. Other Iowa 
State College graduates located at Col-
umbia are: Helen Beresford, '23, who 
is teaching •rextiles and Clothing at the 
University of Missouri; Hazel Fry, '28, 
and Dorothy Johnson, '28, who have fel-
lowships at the University. 
Cannibals Visit the Matrix Table 
Flickering candles, fragrant flowers-
murmurings of about 300 voices, beauty 
of about 300 women in formal gowns-
odor of tasty food-wonder and thrill 
of the lecture and movies by Mary Hast-
ings Bradley telling of her African jung-
le trips-of such was the Matrix Table 
formal dinner, sponsored by Theta Sig-
ma Phi, women's journalistic fraternity, 
on March sixth in Great Hall at the Me-
morial Union. 
Mrs. Bradley has made two trips into 
the Belgian Congo. In 1921 and 1922, 
with her husband, daughter and a mem-
ber of the American Museum of Natural 
History of New York, she reached Lake 
Kivu and the Gorilla Mountains. They 
brought back five of the Central African 
gorillas. The first moving picture ever 
made of wild gorillas were shown to il-
lustrate the story of her jungle exper-
iences. 
Again in 1924 and 1925, this time 
on foot, Mrs. Bradley and her party 
made a 1400 mile journey thru the Name-
less Mountains, inhabited by "our 
friends, the cannibal tribes." · Pictures 
of the elephant she killed, of the buffalo 
and lions cnf·ountercd, of the simple 
Llack tribes which she felt civilization 
would corrupt, not improve, were flashed 
on the sc1·een as Mrs. Bradley talked. 
Vivid word pictures accompanied the 
visual ones while the explorer, lecturer 
and writer told of her hunting by day, 
writing by night. 
"I'm crazy about the wilderness, the 
vast density of the jungles, the primi-
tive simplicity of natives, the wild black 
countries uncorrupted by civilization," 
Mrs. Bradley declared, explaining why 
Mm·y Hastings Bradley 
she could stand the discomforts and 
dangers of the jungles. 
This lecture by Mrs. Bradley was 
heard by the guests which included girls 
(Continued on page 16) 
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Club Work Is Glorifying the Iowa Farm Girl 
L OVE OF THE BEAUT IF UL 
I have been thinking about what Dr. 
Alexander said concerning our fourth 
H-that we had handled the other three 
very well and we were just beginning to 
get the significance of the heart. 
Yes, we are beginning-in fact, I 
think our Iowa clubs have gone a long 
way in the development of tho heart. 
In my own club experience, it has been 
the thing that has meant the most to 
me-the development of an appreciation 
for beauty, cultme, and all of those fin· 
er, more intangible things in life. 
I 1·emember once in my own county, 
we asked a town woman-very cultured 
and refined-'-to judge a music apprecia-
tion contest. I was talking to her after 
the meeting, and she said, "Why, I was 
amazed at the type of music that those 
girls were able to recognize, and,. more-
over, to appreciate. I think it is won· 
derf1,1l that farm girls can have an op-
portunity to know music like that." 
It is wonderful, I think, and it is the 
part of 4-H work that I value most. A 
contact with cultural things may not 
buy my bread and pay for a place to 
sleep, but it will make my life more 
worth living as I go along. I need the 
practical training that fits me to earn 
a living, but if I neglect to learn how 
to enjoy life, of what use will it be when 
[ get it~ -H. M. 
A 4-H JOURNAL IST 
The freshman class at Iowa State this 
year claims several 4-H girls whose names 
would be written in the 4-H "Who's 
Who," if there were such a book. 
Alberta Hoppe, state president of Iowa 
4-H clubs, has chosen Iowa State as her 
alma mater. Why~ Well, to usc l1cr 
own words, "J~or one thing, I thought 
I could fill my office betlter if I were 
here at the state college and in contact 
with M1·s. Bakke and the rest of the club 
staff. Then, I am interested in journal-
istic work and I thought Iowa State 
would be a good place to get training 
in that line, since there is a big field for 
writing in connection with home- econ-
omics work." 
Alberta has done some writing in her 
club work and for high school publica-
• tions. Last summer she was editor of 
the 4-H camp paper in Linn County. 
"It was great fun," she said. "We had 
a regular staff with reporters and all 
the rest, and we tried to make it up 
like a regular paper. 
Helen Melton 
"Of course I don't know much about 
real journalistic writing and I may .find 
after taking some journalism that I am 
no good at it. But I'm going to try 
and if I'm successful I am going to 
major in it." 
Alberta has been a club member for 
seven years. She was national health 
cliampion in 1926, and in 1927 her home 
town paper, the Cedar Rapids Gazette, 
sent her as a delegate to the first nation-
al camp at Washington, D. C. She 
has attended the State Convention at 
Ames many times and her position as 
health champion took her to the Inter-
state Fair at Sioux City and the Nation-
al Club Congress at Chicago. 
"My 4-H experience bas helped me 
tremendously at college," Alberta said. 
"I have met so many other 4-H'ers, and 
that has helped me not to feel so all 
alone." 
4-H'ers at Iowa State 
4-H girls started to Iowa State this 
year 111 sb·ong. A survey shows that 45 
per cent, or 172 of the 384 freshman 
girls are f arm girls, and 64 percent of 
these farm girls are 4-H club girls. 
Eight states besides Iowa represented 
in this group are Illinois, Kansas, Indi-
ana, Oklahoma, Michigan, Nebraska, 
Minnesota and South Dakota, Iowa 4-H 
freshmen come from 51 different count-
ies. 
Of the 111 4-H girls, 101 are enrolled 
in the Home Economicc Division, eight 
in Industrial Science, one is taking agri-
culture and one joumalism. 
MELTON AND MILLER ARE 
DELEGATES 
Iowa State College will be represented 
at a meeting of student delegates to be 
held at Madison, Wisconsin, March 28-
30, to considc1· student i11tercsts in the 
American Country Life Association and 
to "set up" the Student Section p1·ogram 
of the annual A. C. L. A. conference 
for 1930, which is to convene at Madison, 
October 7-10, with the theme, "Rural 
Standards of Living." 
Helen Melton, chairman of the tltud-
ent Section, and Ralph Miller, president 
of the Vocational Education Club at Iowa 
State, will be the student delegates from 
Iowa State. Mrs. Josephine Arnquist 
Bakke, leader of Iowa 4-H clubs, and 
W. H. Stacy, 'field secretary of the A. C. 
L. A., will also attend. 
This will be the first time that a spec-
ial meeting has been called where stud-
ent delegates could · arrange plans for 
goals in country life which collegiate 
clubs can best promote thru organized 
activities. Twelve or fifteen colleges from 
Michigan, Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Wis-
consin, Ohio, Indiann, and West Virginia 
will be rep1·esented by student delegates. 
The Blue Shield Club at Madison will 
entertain the visiting delegates. The 
first meeting will be held at 8 o'clock, 
Friday e>ening, March 28, and the mcet-
i11gs will continue till Sunday morning. 
WINNERS OF THE 4-H GAVEL 
When 4-II girls of Fayette County 
call their meetings to o1·der, they use a 
gavel which fairly shouts, "Fayette 
County 4-H Clubs." 
.) . • J. I~;~ ric, donor of th e g:t\'Ci 
'l'he gavel docs 11ot really talk, but it 
docs hy its construction, spell "4-H Club, 
Fayette County, Iowa." 'rhe fom· H's 
are rPpresc11tcit by fom kinds of wood 
in one half of the gavel head, which arc 
haw, hackberry, hazel and hickory. The 
first letters of the woods in the other 
half spell "club," being camphor, locust, 
umbrella and beech. The initials of 
:Fayette County, Iowa, are formed by the 
first letters of the woods in the handle-
fig, currant and ironwood. 
'l'he maker and donor of the gavel is 
J . • T. Earle, a Civil War veteran of Fay-
ette, who, in spite of his 90 years, is 
still industrious and skilled in handicraft. 
He obtained the woods for the work 
from Fayette County and from Florida, 
Texas and India. 
The gavel is awarded yearly to the 
girls' club which makes the best display 
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at the Fayette County Fair. The gavel 
remains the property of that club for 
one year, after which it is returned for 
a new award. 
WANTED-AN ALL-DAY TEA 
Girls who attended the tea at the 
home of Mrs. Josephine Arnquist Bakke 
on Friday afternoon, F eb. 28, .decided 
they would like to hold a tea that would 
last all day so that they would have a 
chance to see the seemingly unlimited 
supply of things that Mrs. Bakke brought 
hack from her European trip last sum-
mer. 
The tea was the 1·egular winter quarter 
meeting of the Campus 4-H Girls' Club. 
The girls drank tea together-or rather 
a spicy concoction of bot gingerale-
and "ohed" and "ahed" over the linens 
and embroideries and quaint articles 
that Mrs. Bakke bas collected. 
A short business meeting was held, 
at wbich a sample copy of a year book 
of the club for 1929-1930 was presented. 
A featme of the book is the appearance 
for the first time of an emblem which 
has been .adopted by the campus club-
the regula1· 4-H emblem on an outline 
of the campanile. Enough copies of the 
year book will be made so that all campus 
4-H gil-ls may get a copy from the club 
office in Morrill Hall. 
Julia Bourne, president of the Club, 
n.ppointed committees to make plans for 
the annual spring breakfast which will 
be held · in May. Officers for the new 
year will be elected at that time. 
RADIO HOUR 
On the first Saturday of each month, 
Iowa 4-H girls tune in on their radios 
and get the latest club news from the 
state college. 
Mrs. Edith Barker had charge of the 
program this month. Oscar Hatch H aw-
ley, associate professor of music at Iowa 
State College, completed his talk of the 
previous month on the instruments of 
the orchestra. H e discussed the percus-
sion instruments specifically. H e also 
gave a talk about operas in general, giv-
ing the themes of some of the different 
operas, with the idea of helping the girls 
to know not only the opera "Martha" 
which they a re studying this year, but 
to have a knowledge of opera in gen-
eral. 
Mrs. Barker, in her "4-li: News", em-
phasized the importance of the t raining 
schools which are now in progress. "The 
success of the 1930 club year depends 
on perfect attendance at these ·schools," 
she said. 
Mrs. Barker played two TecOI·ds from 
the opera "Ma1·tha"- "Lost Proscribed," 
"Humble Stranger," and "The Porter 
Song." 
The mo1·e we sympathize with excel-
lence, the more we go out of self ; the 
more we love, the broader and deeper is 
prsonality.-Chapin. 
Watch Out for Measles 
By Elizabeth Armstrong 
Sneezles 
Christopher Robin 
Hac! wheezle 
A11cl sneezles, 
They huncllNl him 
JJ1t.0 
His bed. 
'l'hey gave him what goes 
With a cold in the nose, 
And some more for a cold 
In the head. 
They wonde1·ec1 
If wheezles 
Could tm·n 
Into measles, 
If !Meczles 
Would turn 
Into mumps; 
'l'hey examined his chest 
For a rash 
And tho rest 
Of his body fo r w~>llings nncl lumps. 
They sent for some doctors 
In sne~>zles 
A 11d wheezles 
'ro t~ll him what ought 
'l'o bo done. 
All sorts and conditions 
Of famous physicians 
Came hurrying awund 
At a run. 
They all made a note 
Of the state of his throat. 
They asked if he suffered f rom thirst; 
'l'hey asked if the S'neezles 
Came after the wheezles, 
Or if the sneezles 
Came first. 
-A. A. Milne. 
But seriously, from a rep01t of the 
Iowa State Department of Health we 
find that measles is assuming serious pl'O-
portions over the state. Iowa is at pres-
ent time suffering from an epidemic of 
measles. In December the number of 
cases reported 1·eached 683, which is the 
largest number that has been reported in 
December for six years. 
Why is it wo seem to take measles so 
calmlyf We merely regard them as one 
of the disagreeable but unavoidable 
things which parallel youth. So many 
take little precautio•.1 to keep their chil-
dren from contracting the disease. And 
often they forget the whole incident as 
soon as the rash is gone, overlooking, or 
failing to realize, the great number of 
physical ailments of later life which have 
their origin in a neglected case of 
measles. 
Measles is highly contagious. The phe-
nomenon of immunity accounts for the 
fact that tho disease runs in cycles of 
from two to four years, catching the 
''new crop of susceptibles'' as they ap-
pear. 
Parents should make every effort to 
protect their children from exposure, for 
measles is a serious disease and the 
younger the child contracts it, the greater 
is the danger of complications. The situ-
ation is summed up very well in a re-
port of the Iowa State Department of 
H ealth: ''It may be difficult for an in-
dividual to escape measles for a life 
time, but it is easy to postpone an at-
tack until after the age of five. After 
this age the danger of such serious com-
plications as p11eumonia is very much 
less.'' 
'l'he child with a persistent cough, wa-
te1·y oyes and runny nose should be re-
garded with suspicion and kept at home. 
If ho is in the preliminary stage of 
measles ho is in a condition to spread 
the disease to all with whom he comes in 
c<Mtact. A few days will tell the tale, 
for if he is in for a siege of measles he 
will be broken out in t hree or four days. 
If he does not have them nothing is lost, 
for he will get over his cold more quickly 
if he rests and will be in better condi-
tion to enjoy work and play when he 
goes out again. 
As soon as the diagnosis is made the 
warning card should be officially placed 
on the house by the health officer to give 
wamirng to the public of the danger of 
contracting the disease. 
The sick child is, of course, to be kept 
in bed. He should have a diet of light 
food such as milk and soft cooked eggs 
and he should be encouraged to drink 
large quantities of water. On the disap-
pearance of the cough, fever and rash, 
the child should be put back on a more 
nourishing diet of heavier foods. As he 
gains strength he natm ally begins to get 
restless and a•nxious to be up again, but 
for some time he should be kept from 
indulging in strenuous exercise, which 
might injme his heart. Two days in 
bed after apparent recovery is a wise 
precaution as it lessens chances of a re-
lapse and also lessens the danger of 
tuberculo·sis following. For it is known 
that lowered physical r esistance after a 
case of measles leaves a defi•nite predis-
position to this dreaded disease. A physi-
cal examination five or six weeks after 
recovery is a fine way to detect any pos-
sible ill effects of the disease in theii· 
early stages and thus avoid more serious 
results- which a1·e likely to appear later 
in life if they go unnoticed. 
By following a nation-wide program 
for curtailment of the spread of measles 
(Qontinued on page 14) 
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Who's Who Among Iowa Home 
Economics 
Miss Mary Goodykoontz, who is the 
present secretary of the Iowa Home Ec-
onomics .Association, is an instructor in 
the Home Economics Department at the 
State University of Iowa and head of 
home economics at the University demon-
stration and experimental school, which 
is operated by the College of Education 
at the State University of Iowa. .As 
head of home economics she has charge 
of tho practice teachers in home econom-
ics subjects, the school lunch 1·oom, and 
class room work. 
Ma1·y Goodykoontz 
Miss Goodykoontz is an Iowa girl. Her 
home is in Boone, where she completed 
her high school work. She was graduat-
ed from the State University of Iowa. 
Her previous teaching experience varied 
Iowa, to that of such a large city sys-
tem as Baltimore, Maryland. 
Miss Goodykoontz was prominent in 
campus activities and an honor student. 
She was president of Mortar Board, the 
honorary society for senior women. She 
is one of the younger home economics 
women in the state who is taking an act-
ive interest in the state association. 
Meeting Gf Executive Committee 
The executive committee of the State 
.Association met in Ames March 1 to 
report on plans of work for the year and 
to make plans for the fall meeting of 
the .Associakion. Lulu Smith reported 
the closing of the Ellen H. Richards 
fund. The fact is no great cause for 
congratulation on the part of the major-
ity of Iowa's one thousand home econ-
omics teachers because in order to com-
plete the quota of $500, a balance of 
$109.50 has been paid f1·om the treasury 
of the State .Association. 
.Josephine McMullen, membership 
chairman, presented plans for a survey 
to deterp1ine the percentage of member-
ship in the State .Association, in the 
various schools and localities in the state. 
The results of the sm·vey will be used in 
planning a membership campaign. 
'The next meeti11g of the committee 
will be held in Iowa City on .April 26. 
Try Solving This Problem 
Iowa Home Economists, 1000-1200. 
(Teachers, research workers, dietitians, 
homemakers, journalists and other bus-
iness women.) 
Membership March 1: 
Individuals --------.. ---------- 268 
Home Economics Clubs 
College .................... 7 
High School 10 
What is the answer f 
Home Economics Legislation 
The message of President Hoover at 
the opening of the present session of 
Congress, 1·elative to improvement of 
everyday living conditions and his defi-
nite recommendations for increased ap-
propriations to the Women's and Child-
ren's Bureaus, are covered at length in 
the February issue of the Journal of 
Home Economics and will be of special 
interest to home economists. 
'The same issue contains an editorial on 
the wo1·k ·of the Bmeau of Home Eco-n-
omics :md pending legislation for in-
creased appropriation. 
Certain recent events have shown an 
encouraging attitude of the federal gov-
ernment toward social welfare with which 
the .American Home Economics .Associa-
tion is fundamentally concerned. One 
of these is the White House Conference 
on child health and protection held the 
last of December and the promise of a 
similar nationwide conference on hous-
ing and recreation. .Another is Secre-
tary Wilbur's committee of fifty educa-
tors which met in Washington in Decem-
ber to consider the place of home econ-
omics in .American education. .Another 
pertinent event is the admission of the 
.American Home Economics .Association 
to the World Federation of Educational 
Associations on which the Journal com-
ments: "It is hoped that admission to 
membership will lead to better recog-
nition of Home Economics as a phase 
of education in every country, and 
strengthen the international relations of 
the .American Home Economics .Associa-
tion." 
Colorado and the National Meeting 
Much interesting literature describing 
Colorado as an ideal vacation land is 
being sent to home econm:nists and will 
undoubtedly help to crystallize many 
half formed plans to attend the National 
Meeting in June. 
Ellen H. Richards Fellowship 
.Announcement has been made that 
the Ellen H. Richards Memorial Fellow-
ship of $750 will be awarded in 1930-31 
for research in Clothing and Textiles. 
.Anyone who has a Bachelor's degree and 
who has shown superior ability in home 
economics is eligible. Information and 
application blanks may be obtained from 
Dr . .Agnes Tilson, Merrill-Palmer School, 
Detroit, and should be returned to her 
by .April 1, 1930. 
The Spring Sectional Meetings 
North Central, Fort Dodge, March 21. 
Central, Des Moines, March 21. 
South East, Burlington, .April 3-4. 
HOME ECONOMICS CLUBS 
H~gh School Ciubs 
Brooklyn Olwein 
Moravia Hubbard 
Radcliffe Macksbmg 
Harlan Burt 
New Hampton Sergeant Bluffs 
College Clubs 
J owa State College, .Ames 
Ooe College, Cedar Rapids 
Iowa State Teachers College (two clubs) 
Simpson College, Indianola 
University of Iowa, Iowa City 
Penn College, Oskaloosa 
Why a Better Homes Campaign? 
Somone expressed it thus: "A Better 
Homes Campaign has given to the Home 
Economics Department a chance to give 
direct to the people of the community 
what we give to their child1·en." That 
answers the question very well. 
Better Homes Week this year will be 
.April 27 to May 30 and that means 
planning right away what your depart-
ment is to contribute, and beginning to 
put those plans in operation. Julia D. 
Connor, Assistant director of Better 
Homes of America in a recent statement 
says: "This campaign, which has for 
its object the improvement of housing 
conditions and promotion of a wholesale 
type of home and family life, offers an 
opp01·tunity for direct application of 
home economics teaching, including house 
planning, selection and arrangement of 
furnishings and pictures, budgeting, 
meal planning, table setting, bed-making, 
sewing and many other projects that 
are included in a .home economics course." 
Programs are planned with direct re-
ference to the individual commun,iJty. 
These programs may take the form of 
lectures on home making topics, home 
improvement contests and ve1·y often the 
furnishing of a home to meet the needs 
of a family of moderate means. 
Better Homes in America, with head-
quarters at 1653 Pennsylvania Avenue, 
Washington, D. C., is a non-commercial 
organization, of which Dr. Ray Lyman 
Wilbur, Secretary of the In'terior, is 
president. President Hoover is honor-
ary chairman of the advisory commit-
tee, and headquarters activities are car-
ried on under Dr. James Ford, as Execu-
tive Director. If a chah-man has been 
appointed for the formation of a Bet-
ter Homes Committee in your community, 
Better Homes in America will let you 
know the name of the chairman, upon 
request.• The organization has also is-
sued a number of publications which are 
being found useful in the teaching of 
home economics. A list of these will be 
sent upon request. 
J ournal of Home Economics 
Discusses the problems of modern home-
making from the point of view of the 
home, the school, and the community. 
Records the results of investigation 
and research and points out their rela-
tion to better living conditions. 
Works for the improvement of home 
economics teaching in schools, colleges, 
and universities. 
Keeps the home economist in touch 
with developments in her own and klnd-
red professions, here and abroad. 
Any student who has not been a sub-
scriber may secure the Journal of Home 
Economics for one year for $2.00 (regul-
ar price, $3.00), if the order is signed 
by an instructor or accompanied by an 
instructor's statement, certifying that the 
subscriber is a student. 
A subscription secured under the above 
offer may be renewed ()nee, provided the 
subscriber is a student at the time of 
renewal. 
For Regular Subscriber t() 
Journal of H ome Economics 
N arne -·-·--·--·-·----:·-·--·--·---·----·-·--·-------··-----------
Address ---·--·--·--------------····-···--·-·········-·- ·--··· 
I enclose $3.00 
or 
I will pay $3.00 on or before ·-··--------·-···-·· 
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For Student Subscriber t o 
J ournal of Home E conomics 
Name ····-··--·-·--·---·-·-·---·---·-···-··············-·-·---·-· 
Address -·-···-······--···--,··--•···-··--··-·-·-·-···-·-·····-·· 
r-----------------------·1 
I FRANK THEIS 
I Druggist I 
I enclose $2.00 for a student subscription 
or 
I I I The I I will pay $2.00 on or before ·-···-······-·---·--
Begin subscription -··--··--···-·-·-·-·-·-··-··-------- I Rexall I l Store I --------------··------------------- --- ------------Instructor (Institution) 
Journal of Home Economics 
101 E ast 20th Street Baltimore, Md. -~~-~~:_:~-~m~::::~ 
--Bo-ok~~n -H~:~-Economics -l 
YOU need reference 
books that are not carried in 
stock we will be glad to 
order them for you. 
I 
College Book Store 
ON THE CAMPUS 
YOUR MEMORIAL UNION 
Invites you to drop in any time to: 
Study the Art Exhibits 
Play the Piano 
Enjoy a Game of Bridge 
Read the Newspaper 
Have a Lunch 
Or Just Loaf a Few Minutes 
Every student is a member of 
MEMORIAL UNION 
..••.• j 
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WHERE MEN WEAR MAKE-UP 
"In contrast to the china doll masks, 
streaks, and scarlet of the American 
girls I saw girls with real faces in Ber-
lin this summer," said Dr. E. S. Allen, 
associate professor of mathematics. "Per-
haps the German girls a r e too healthy 
to need a disguise, or too honest to want 
one, or maybe they are less subject to 
advertisers' 'blal1'. 
" ''£is the boys that wear makeup. For 
:t ft-ntcmity man to exhibit a 
sword wound gotten in a duel is 
quite commendable, and the l:u·g-
ct· t he scar the better pleased he 
js." 
A stude nt at Iowa State would-
n't thiuk of sitting down at a 
table in the Onk Room of the 
Memorial Union with :t girl whom 
he had not met, but it is a com-
mon occuncnre in the refresh-
ment r ooms frequented by the 
German stu dents. They show 
less dioj;inetion between boys and 
girls, sa id Dr. Allen. 
"Upon attending the theater or 
musical concert eneh bears an 
equal · share of the expenses," he 
added. "In the personal want· 
ads column s of the Berlin papers 
notices similar to the following are not 
uncommon: 'Gentleman desires acquaint-
ance of female traveling companion for 
trip to Italy. Separate cash acconnts.'" 
T ennis, rowing, boxing, and fencing 
are the usual collegiate sports. But 
matches between clubs take place of the 
intereoll egiate games such as we have 
in the United States, and in the rooters' 
section there is a comparatively small 
number. Physical education is not com-
pulsory. · 
Come Into My Kitchen 
(Continued f rom page 3) 
t he men, a dumbwaiter for conveying 
food to the basement, a ventilating shaft 
above the stove to cany away odors, 
new windows, porcelain table tops, and 
modern laundry rooms. 
The four day kitch en tour of Fayette 
County attracted attention. Each day 
the attendance grew. On the last day 
forty men and women visited the seven 
kitchens selected for t hat day. Report· 
er s from farm maganizes were th e~e for 
the tour. If t he home management spe-
cialists were interviewed concerning the 
growth and results of the home manage-
ment projects throughout the state, the 
indications of progress in interest and· 
the application of the principles studied 
would be most encouraging. 
- Vera Kurtz . 
A decen t boldness ever meets with 
friends.--Hom er. 
He is safe from danger who is on his 
guard even when safe.-Syrus. 
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The First Home Management 
House 
"Berea College, Kentucky, is the birth-
place of home management houses," 
stated Miss Mary Nickelsen, graduate 
student at Iowa State College during 
the summer, when speaking of her work, 
the past year, as supervisor in one of 
the home management houses at Bm·ea. 
"Tennessee House," the first home man-
agement house, or country home, as it 
Home Management house at Berea roll0g0 
is called, was founded by Abigail Mer-
row. It is in this house that Miss Nick· 
elsen teaches the mountain white girls 
the essentials of home making. 
Berea College is a non-sectarian col-
lege, situated at the foot of the Appala-
chian Mountains, wh ere approximately 
2,800 students enroll, annually. The 
students are for the most pa1·t from the 
mountain states including South Carol-
ina, North Carolina, Kentucky, Tennes-
see, Virginia, West Virginia, and Geor-
gia. The Foundation-Junior High School, 
the academy, the normal school, and the 
college proper, in Berea, are all support-
ed as one institution, by endowments and 
gifts, says Miss Nickelsen. 
A marvellous labor system makes it 
possible for the mountain white people 
to get an education at a very low cost. 
Every student must wo1·k at least two 
hours a day, while many are half-day 
students, working four hours a day. 
'£hese students use, on the average, only 
seventeen dollars a year. Since every 
position connected with the college is 
filled by college students, the variety of 
work to be done is nearly limitless. Ev-
m·y position from that of the stenograph-
er to that of the janitor is sought by 
Berea College students. The work, 
whether two or four hours, is done at . 
one time and the rest of the day is de-
voted to classes and studying. 
Vesper hour which is h eld every Fri-
day evening froni 6:30 to 7:30, is a 
time when the girls may do as they wish. 
Quite differently from the. girls at most 
co-educational colleges, Berea College 
girls must be in their own rooms evm:y 
night at 7:30, with the exception of Sat-
urday night when they are allowed to 
he out until 9:30. 
Homemakers' Half- Hour for March, 1930 
Tuesday, March 4-Miss Hazel Brown, 
Rpecialist in Clothing, Extension Ser· 
vice, Iowa State Coll ege. 
Thursday, Mm·ch 6- "The Gal'Clen's Gift 
of Color." Miss Edna Rhodes, Ap-
plied Art Department. 
"Pictme Study.'' Mrs. Henry 
Ness, Applied A rt Dep~rtment. 
'l'uesday, Ma rch 11-"Some Do's 
and Don'ts for the t he Home 
Dressm:1ker." Miss M:u-ie 
Stephens, 'l'Pxtiles and Cloth-
ing nepa rtmcnt. 
"Constipation." Miss J~ouise 
L'E:ngle, Foods and N ut1·ition 
Department. 
T.lnu·sd:1y, March 13· ·"Home Life 
in J: :pa n.'' Miss Sarah Field. 
(J\lis~ Field is get ting her mas-
ter's degree at the end of th e 
quarter. ) 
Vocal solo, "Go lden K ey," hy 
ranie .l a!'Oi>S Bond. Sung i>y 
Ma icl:t Taylor, n. membe r of 
th<> Business and Professional 
Women's Club. 
Tuesday, March 18-"Seaweed and the 
Goitre Problem." Miss Sa1·ah Field. 
"Picture Study.'' Mrs. Henry Ness, 
Applied Art Department. 
Tuesday, March 25-A group of songs-
Mrs. Harold F. Nichols, Adel, Iowa. 
"Picture Study." Mrs. Hemy Ness, 
Applied Art Department. 
A ~roup of songs-Mrs. Harold F. 
Nichols. 
Thursday, March 27-"Attributes of a 
Charming P ersonality." Miss Fern 
Goulding, Hygiene Department. 
Broilets for Modern Homemakers 
A more frequent and more extensive 
use of broilers is being urged by the 
Household Administrative Department of 
Iowa State College. Nearly every gas 
ana electric stove is· equipped with a 
bl'Oiler. Broilets, little devices which 
sit on the top of the stove, may be used 
an oil stoves and even on coal ranges. 
Broiled steaks are quite common, but 
very few people broil bacon. It can 
easily be done and a very pleasing product 
obtained. Lobster is another meat which 
may be cooked until it is red. Young 
chickens, cut in quite small pieces, are 
fine if b1·oiled slowly. 
Broilers may be used for tomatoes. 
Wash the tomatoes, slice them, wrap 
them in a slice of bacon, and stick with 
a toothpick and cook. 
We are constantly being urged not 
to eat so many fried foods, and broiling 
is a very good substitute for frying. 
The taste is often changed too, giving 
a variety for the menu. 
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L1 Magazine {o1· Homentalce1·s F1·01n a Homenwlce?"s' School 
VOL. X APRIL, 1930 NO.1 
Published Monthly . During the School Year by the Home 
Economics Students of Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 
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Frank Kerekes, Jean Guthrie, Thelma Lowenberg, Elizabeth 
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NEWS FROM THE OFFICE 
March has been a month of deep dark plots and 
complots in the Homemaker office. Behind closed 
doors the old staff of hardened journalists has initiat-
ed the new staff of awed, shining-eyed noviciates into 
the secrets of the Guild . The following facts have 
been discovered : 
1-A cut is not always an unexcused absence. 
2-A masthead is a list of staff workers, not a part 
of a ship. 
3-Pi is not pastry but hashed type. 
4--Thele is nothing greener than a new circula-
tion manager or a new business manager unless it 
be a new editor. 
This is now history. The eyes of the noviciates 
still shine in anticipation of windmills against which 
to tilt, but the unknown has been explored; page 
proofs and dummies have become old friends. W e 
are ready to throw open the Homemaker's door and 
welcome you all to join in what we hope will be the 
fullest, richest and most worth while year in the his-
tory of the Iowa Homemaker. Staff heads alone can 
do nothing. With the enthusiastic cooperation of 
students and faculty, wonders may be wrought. 
We look forward with genuine pleasure to the 
work of the new year. 
SEEING THINGS 
Yesterday I followed two pairs of silk legs along 
the Lake Shore Drive by our collegiate pond. One 
pair hung back. "Look at the willows dabbling their 
fingers in the water!'' laughed the owner of the legs, 
pointing. The second girl ceased reviewing Knoop's 
Beta Oxidation Theory and registered disgust. ''I 
see muddy water, a barrel stave, scum and a hamburg 
shop. And I smell-ugh!'' she shrugged. 
First pair : "Why, yes. It does smell rather fun-
ny. But-lool< ! A swallow just dipped its wings 
in the water!'' 
And the legs passed on. 
Too many times we don't have ''Seeing Eyes'' for 
the beautiful or humorous things about us, and per-
haps because of this we often lack understanding eyes 
for people. '\V ouldn 't a course in '' peopleculture'' 
be interesting ? Aren't even the dullest people inter-
esting and funny if we dig under their re3erves and 
laugh, not at them, but with them ? 
If we can learn to play the game of seeing things 
so that a campus walk will be an event, and five min-
utes with a new acquaintance an epoch, we will take 
away from Iowa State more than four piles of books, 
and a diploma, a fraternity pin and a string of dance 
programs. 
BORN LUCKY! 
What one of us has not used this soothing couplet 
at one time or another as a means of under-rating 
the other fellow or excusing failure in ourselves ? 
As children we heard it-" just lucky". Mary was 
lucky because she had escaped her examinations. 
John was lucky because he had secured a good job. 
Here in college its uses are multiplied. Our fr iends 
seem to have been born with great quantities of sil-
ver, if not in their mouths, at least close at hand. 
'rhey are alwl:tys lucky in gaining the favoring eye 
of the instructor. If chemistry experiments are 
''dry-lab-eel'', or cribs are made out and used success-
fully, what else but luck is it that saves these gamb-
. lers from the powers that be ? 
So we continue to fool ourselves, and the part at 
once most laughable and yet the most sickening, is 
the fact that we have so often said the magic words, 
have soothed so often needless failure, that we have 
come to believe that luck is truly a panacea for all 
ills. We see the gods dividing their flocks. To the 
right gambol the sheep in their field of silver spoons. 
'l'o the left mourn the goats, and we, poor things, 
mourn with the luckless. 
We are laughable. Luck should no more be to us a 
gift of the gods than is strength of character and 
cleanness of mind. We may believe in luck, stead-
fastly, but not in the luck of chance, the luck of un-
earned merits. 
There was recently published a delightful little 
book, ''That Something,'' by W. W. Woodbridge, 
which seems to come very near a true interpretation 
of luck. '\Vhy may we not think of luck as ''that 
something which is hidden in every man's soul and 
which, when awakened, has the power to move moun-
tains and dry · the seas?'' Thus luck is faith, confi-
dence, power and ambition and yet more. It can he 
achieved by every one of us. Its goal is success. 
Its talisman-'' I will. '' 
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Alumnae News 
Among Our Alumnae 
Mrs. Ruetta Day Blinks, who was in 
charge of the Food Marketing course of 
the .l!'oods and Nutrition Department at 
Iowa State college dm·ing 1918, is now 
with the Home Making Center in New 
York City. Mrs. Blink is · the hea"d of 
the Food Department. 
'l'he Home Making Center is a "place 
where men and women can study house-
hold management, buying, budgeting, 
furnishing, dressing, personal grooming, 
and family life problems. It is sponsor-
ed by the New York State Federation 
of Women's Clubs. It conducts lectures, 
demonstrations, and exhibits on all phas-
es of foods, food purchasing, diets, and 
cookery. 
Mrs. Blink is co-author with Wiletta 
Moore of a book "Food Purchasing for 
the Home," an outgrowth of the auth-
ors' experiences in teaching food pur-
chasing at Iowa State college and Ore-
gon State College. 
Eleanor Peregoy, '27, formerly with 
Stauffer's Restaurant in Cleveland, is 
now employed as an assistant in the re-
search laboratory, Cleveland, where they 
t est all the menus used in Stauffer's chain 
stores. 
Ruth Megchelsen, '23, is at present sit-
uated at Ashville, N. C., where she is 
dietitian of the Ashville Normal School. 
Following her graduation she taught for 
two years at the Mossup School for 
Girls, Harriman, Tenn. H er present po-
sition began the last of December. 
Dorothy Ruggles, March '29, reports 
that she is very happy with her work 
as dietitian of the San Pedro General 
Hospital, San Pedro, Calif. The hospit-
al has approximately 70 beds. Miss 
Ruggles is supervisor for the food ser-
vice for both patients and mu'ses. 
Katherine Darrah Hunt, '29, is living 
in Mexico, Mo., where her husband, Ercel 
B. Hunt, '29, is employed by the A. P. 
Green Fire Brick Company. 
Marcella Bergland, '29, is with the 
New England Furniture Company, Min-
neapolis. She is training in their sales 
department until the spring rush begins, 
a t which time she will go out to homes 
and advise the people as to decorating 
and furnitm·e. She writes: "Since I 've 
be_en on the sales floor I've done every-
thing from dusting sample shelves to 
advising mothers on the care of their 
child1·en. One day I had about an hour's 
talk with a lady on the care of her baby. 
After she found out I knew a little 
about children she was very liberal with 
her purchases." 
Cleota H edde, '28, who formerly was 
with the Homecrafters in Chicago, is 
now working with the Golden Rule 
Stores at St. Paul. She is giving a 
series of demonstrations, which includes 
five different ones each week. 
Anne Foulke, July '29, has accepted 
a position with the Heinz Company in 
Pittsburgh, whm·e she is assistant to the 
foods director. Miss Foulke has been 
with Stauffer's Restaurant, Pittsburgh. 
Zoe O'Leary, M. S. '28, was married 
to Edward S. Dunn on August 3, 1929. 
At present she is supervisor of home ec-
onomics in Topeka, Kansas. Mr. and 
Mrs. Dunn will be at home June 1, 1930, 
at Holton, Kansas. 
Mrs. Ray Smith (Lloyd Church), '25, 
spent two weeks about the last of Febru-
ary visiting in Ames while her husband 
went to Washington, D. C. to attend the 
convention of the superintendents of 
dairy extension and of the experiment 
station men. Mr. aml Mrs. Smith are 
located at Ardmore, S. D. Preceding 
their moving to South Dakota last June, 
Mrs. Smith was engaged in extension 
work at Iowa State College. 
l!'rances V. P ew, '28, is living in Clin-
ton, 526 Oakland Drive. She is home 
demonstration agent in Pottawattamie 
County. 
Esther Treptow, Dec. '29, has accept-
ed a position in the office of the auditor 
of the student organizations at Iowa 
State College. Her position opened 
March 1. 
-Mabel (Blom) Le Buhn and Richa1·d 
Le Buhn, both of the class of 1927, now 
living in Davenport, wired campus friends 
of the arrival of a daughter Feb. 18. 
Their son, Donald, is now nearly two 
years old. 
Margaret Davidson, '29, who was em-
ployed with the Delineator magazine 
following her graduation, is now with 
the Home Making Center, New York 
City. Miss Davidson is in charge of 
the household equipment department. 
Anna Niemoller, '28, of Woodbine, has 
been appointed home demonstration ag-
ent and the girls' club leader in Polk 
County. Following her graduation she 
taught at Baxter for one year, then was 
with the Adair County farm bureau. 
Faye (Wilson) Miller, '15, and Guy 0. 
Miller of Buenos Aires, Argentina, South 
America, left there March 1 and expect 
to be on the campus for commencement. 
Th ey will visit Mrs. Miller's sister n t 
Lake Placid, Florida, before coming to 
Ames. In a recent letter Mrs. Mille1· 
said it was so hot in Buenos Aires at 
Christmas that Santa Claus never did 
g-et there but that the new year was 
welcomed with :fireworks, making it seem 
like the Fourth of July. 
Elizabeth Storm Ferguson, '21, won 
the dinner menu prize offered by the 
Des Moines Register, Sunday, Feb. 16. 
The menu Mrs. Ferguson submitted is 
one with which she says she has often 
served guests in her home at 718 Ridge-
wood, Ames. 
Agnes A. Wood, '21, who is now in 
Africa, wrote the following letter to 
Dean Maria J.VL Roberts and Mym Whit-
ed of Ames. It was written at Natal, 
S. Africa, on Dec. 9. 
"You can see that I have arrived in 
Africa. At present the four of us who 
came out together are here in Amanzi-
mati (pronounced like Latui) getting 
started on the language. In a couple of 
months, more or less, we go back to 
the wilds to live in a place where we 
shall have to talk Zulu because there 
will be no one with whom we can talk 
English. There are about 20 English 
speaking people heTe and all the stud-
ents are required to use English most 
of the day. We won't be living close to 
nature exactly, although I have not seen 
the place. There is a married couple, 
another girl, and myself." 
Caroline Cecil is enjoying her work 
with the Consolidated Gas Company, 
New York City. She writes that "After 
spending an interesting summer in Home 
Service with the Fremont Gns Company 
in Neb1·aska, I came to New York to 
work in the Consolidated Gas Co. It 
is my good fortmle to be working under 
the direction of an Iowa State College 
graduate, formerly Jane Wagner. Ma1·y 
Merrick is also with th(' rompnny nnd we 
have many delightful chats: 
"My work is in the testing kitchen, 
pt·eparing the recipe sheets which are 
used in the lecture demonstrations and in 
the display restauraunts of the various 
branch offices. 
"It has seemed quite easy to make 
adjustments here in the city and I'm 
enjoying it a great deal." 
Louise Lansdorf, '29, was married to 
Paul Geering of Seersbayea, Dutch East 
Illdies, Jan. 11. The ceremony took 
place at Toronto, Canada, where Miss 
Lansdorf has been working as assistant 
to Dr. C. H. Best, professor of physiol-
ogy at the University of Toronto. They 
are now on their honeymoon thru Eng-
land, Holland, Switzerland, and South 
Africa. There home will be in Java. 
Hattie (Raybourne) Morse, '73, died at 
her home in Denver, Jan. 31. The fol-
lowing is a tribute from Rev. George 
Gilmore, pastor of the Unitarian Church, 
Denver: "In her life and spirit, she was 
a woman of deep good-will, kindness, 
and wide generosity. Her voice, her 
smile, the grasp of her hand-all gave 
sign of it." 
Violet E. Pammel, '17, manager of the 
Chilton Club at Boston, expects to spend 
the summer in the Maine woods. 
Veishea News 
·with May Fete sOOilario and com-
mittees, open house manager, and parade 
float manager chosen for .the ninth annual 
Veishea tluee-day exposition to be held 
May 8, 9, and 10, the Home Economics 
Division is rounding out its portion of 
the yearly program of "Iowa State at 
work and at play." 
"'l'he King 'l'hat Never Laughed," with 
V elve Vincent and Mario~ Orchard Shell 
as eo-authors, was selected as the best 
scenario submitted in this year's com-
petition. The identity of the May Queen 
chosen at the W. S. G. A. election will 
not be disclosed until the presentation 
of the May Fete. Marguarite Wherry is 
general manager of the May Fete and 
Rosemary Koeberle and Erma Whannel 
are managers of home economics open 
house and parade floats, respectively. 
"Robin Hood," Veishea night show, is 
a departure from the usual night show 
in that it is a p1·ofessionally-written pro-
duction and will be the first musical d1·a-
mntic show ever presented on the campus. 
More than one hundred persons have 
participated in tryouts, seeking leads and 
parts. 
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]'our cups will be offered in the stu-
dent vodvil feature of V eishea in place 
of the usual three. Men's and women's 
organizations will be entered each in its 
respective group whereas formerly they 
were in a single group. 
Found-Thirty-Five Hours a Week 
(Conti nued from page 4) 
growing interests. Now that they are 
grown, she is figuratively pushed back 
into the comer. They still accept her 
services but she has no share in their 
real life and interests. 
Far too many of us think that while 
it is necessary for every one (as Mrs. 
Fisher puts it) to know how to drive a 
car, that only freeks and highbrows read 
history or poetry--and we say with utter 
shamelessness that we don't know enough 
music to enjoy a symphony concert and 
never read anything but stories and news-
papers. 
We don't have to go to college to get 
these things. I was surprised at the 
list of agencies offering adult educational 
opportunities suggested at the Adult Ed-
uc:ttion Section of the Country Life 
Conference. There are correspondence 
courses, libraries (Iowa has 160 public 
libraries) Women's Clubs, Farm Bureau 
programs, Extension Work for both the 
University and Iowa State College, Chau-
tauqua, and Lyceum programs accessible 
to all. Have you gone over the prospec-
tus for the year's study program of the 
Iowa Federation of Women's Clubs~ It 
is one example of the conprehensive and 
extensive service available to those who 
want to study. 
I am not trying the dictate the way 
you should use your leisure time. I am 
not trying to write that the way I use 
my leisure time is the only way. But I 
do want to say most emphatically that if, 
as Mrs. Fisher says: "All the deeper and ' 
finer life of our country, most of what 
makes a nation worth the space it occu-
pies on the globe, depends not upon the 
comfort and ease but upon the depth and 
fineness of the nature of each individual 
in it." It is time that we are taking stock 
of the twenty-four hours a day which we 
have to spend and make the most of them. 
Wonderful e,ivilizations of the past, such, 
as that of Rome, have failed because of 
the wrong use of. leisure and with the new 
pleasures and luxuries possible today, our 
own is at stake. What we are ourselves 
is what our nation is. 
The woman's cause is man's. They 
rise or sink together; dwarfed, or god-
like, zond or free; if she be small, slight-
natured, miserable, how shall men grow ~ 
-Tennyson. 
It is good to have money, and the 
things money can buy, but it's good, too, 
to check up once in a while to make sure 
you haven't lost the things that money 
can't buy. -George Horace Lorimer 
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WAX LB. 
Christensen Hdwe. Co. I 
Ames, Iowa 
Phone 12 125 Main St. I 
.... _________ --- ••••• -4 
t~H~RL~~-~~ R~ Y -1 
I JEWELER 
II Free Bus F are 
319 Main Street 
West of Sheldon Munn Hotel 
Ames, Iowa 
~---------------------~ 
~---Ai::~~~ 
FINE 1 
TOILETRIES I 
JUDISCH BROS. 
DRUG STORE I Phone 70 
------------------~ 
r-~~·:s?~o~~~?2~~i=-1 I They are here in washable crepe. 
Black and White. I I White and Black. 
I Tan and Brown. I 
Green and White. 
40 in. Wide __________ $2.50 Yd. 
STEPHENSON'S I Opposite Campus Where the finest fabrics come 
from. 
~------------------------4 
~--------------------·~ I Our Women' s• Spring Shoe 
1 Display I 
-1s winning great admira- I 
tion from every woman that 
1 calls. We are .AL W .A YS in Step with Fashion. 
$5.85, $6.85, $7.85. 
I AMES BOOTERY ,1 The Home of . Good Shoes 
~~~-.~-···-······• 
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Putting Life Into the Living Room 
By Mabel Russell 
Assistant P ro.fessor in Applied Art Department 
Have you ever noticed how many peo-
ple need new furnitme in their houses~ 
I mean when you talk with them they 
tell you how badly they need new furni-
ture. It is usually a new davenport, but 
the one they want costs a hundred and 
fifty dollars, or an over-stuffed chair, but 
the latest style, like the one Mrs. Jones 
has in her new house costs eighty-five 
dollars and they simply can't afford it. 
In most cases it isn't an eighty-five dol-
lar chair, or a hundred and fifty dollar 
davenport they need. Twenty-five or even 
ten dollars would work such wonders in 
most living rooms that everyone would 
forget the shabby furniture and feel 
only the charm of the room. The starting 
place is to bmy all sentiment and remove 
everything from the room which is neither 
useful nor beautifuL Just imagine it is 
yom living room we are rejuvenating. 
You might start with the pictm·es. They 
are always the most difficult to part with. 
That dingy, faded print in the tarnished 
gilt frame with one corner chipped off, 
and that pale, anemic water color might 
just as well come down. They add neither 
interest nor beauty to your room. You'll 
forget them unless they have their out-
line on the wall where they hang. If 
they have, I'd venture to say the walls 
look pretty bad in other places and it's 
fresh paper or paint your I'OOm needs 
rather than a hundred and fifty dollar 
davenport. There are undoubtedly other 
things you might discard now you have 
started looking at them critically. What 
about the sofa pillows' A1·e they pre-
served for their beauty or because some-
one spent many hours embroidering them 
ten or twelve years ago and it seems a 
shame to throw them away~ If you real-
ly need -pillows buy enough material to 
cover them all alike, in either plain color 
or figured cretonne. Be sure you don't 
get them too light colored, nor too bright 
colored or they will call too much atten-
tion to the old davenport. If your high 
school daughter has made or acquired a 
dainty organdy or taffeta and lace pil-
low, suggest that she might like to have 
it in· her OW11 room. It is as inconsistent 
to put a boudoir pillow on the family 
davenport as it is to wear hiking boots 
with a dainty colored Ol'gandy or with a 
pink tafleta dress trimmed with ruffles 
of lace. As you look around the room 
aren't there some useful little vases and 
other objects on the mantel, the top of 
the bookcase, the piano, or on the read-
ing table which have se1·ved their day 
and are neither useful nor beautiful~ 
That pile of magazines-it has no claim 
to beauty and most of them will never 
be opened again. Do you use all that 
music stacked on the piano' 
While you a1·e discarding, let us think 
about the windows. Have you tried roll-
ing the shades clear up or taking them 
down entirely~ In many of the newer 
houses roller shades are dispensed with, 
especially in the downstairs rooms. It 
may be the glass curtains which you will 
want to discat·d. Two sets of curtains 
at your windows at·e not necessary. If 
you use glass curtains you do not need 
overdrapes, or if you use overdrapes you 
do not need glass curtains. Yom hus-
band will gladly help you take them 
down. He has always felt it a nuisance 
not to be able to look out of the win-
dows. There is often a lovely view o1· 
beautiful foliage if one could only see 
it. If you use drapes, push them well 
hack or loop them back. If for privacy 
you feel you must use glass curtains, 
choose some plain, transparent material 
and hang it in soft folds to cover the 
entire window. In many houses it is the 
curtains that need attention and the 
hundred and fifty dollar davenport can 
wait. But why don't you make a slip 
cover for the davenport ~ It takes time 
and careful work to make one look well 
and in~-identally about fifteen yards of 
material if there are loose cushions. 
If in your zeal to discard you decided 
that old golden oak l'Ockcr could Lo dis-
pensed with, look it over carefully and 
sec if maybe sawing off the rockers and 
some of the p1·otruding pa1-ts would not 
make it into a simple, straight line chair, 
which, with sufficient padding, might be 
easily slip covered. A loose cushion in a 
chair adds to its comfort and helps keep 
the slip cover in place. If the slip cover 
is of plain color a figured cretonne cush-
ion is attractive. If the walls seem hare 
a wall hanging of ·unusual design and 
color might be placed above the mantel 
or hung on the wall behind a table. 
A few pieces of colorful pottery or 
glass, a lamp or two with simple shades, 
an inviting new magazine, a bowl of 
fresh flowers and your room will be so 
attractive I am sure neither you nor 
your friends will miss the hundred and 
fifty dollar davenport. 
Watch Out for Measles 
(Continued from page 7) 
and for the scientific caro of the patient, 
which will evolve a high degree of co-
operation betweua parents and schools, 
the danger from the disease should be 
minimized. As a result the1·e would be 
many less deaths, weak eyes, bad ears, 
damaged kidneys, weakened hearts and 
tube1·culosis. 
-Material released by the Iowa .State 
College Hygiene Department. 
NEWS F ROM ABROAD 
In the busy round of college life, do 
you ever stop to think -of the great op-
portunities and privileges of the Amer-
ican college girl ~ Do we absorb, con-
tribute and take away all that we might 
from our classes1 Some of us who have 
been fortunate enough to become ac-
quaintl'd with our students from fol'Cig11 
Alma Martin 
lands, leam a little of their background 
and their desire for education of the 
finest type, begin to realize ' just a little 
more poignantly what home economics 
means. 
Mrs. Alma Martin, a former student 
of home economics at Iowa State College, 
M. S., '27, writes interes'tingly of her 
experiences in aiding the development 
of home economics in her native land, 
Estonia. 
Upon her return from America, Mrs. 
Martin began to teach a home economics 
seminary made up of a group of inter-
ested women students. There she had 
to give her course in two months, which 
required that she give from six to seven 
lessons daily. She also wrote many art-
icles for newspapers and magazines and 
gave several talks on American home and 
college life. Mrs. Martin says that her 
students app1·eciatc and feel the need 
of home economics education as well as 
other phases of science. The president 
of the University of Tartu and other 
university men realize the importance of 
higher education in home economics and 
approve of developing a department at 
the university. 'rhe greatest difficulty 
lies in obtaining suitable instructors. 
Mrs. Martin writes, "It is a pity 
that America, toward whom we are all 
looking with appreciation is too far and 
too expensive for our poor students and 
we can't get them from Europe, and 
our young and small country." . 
Last year Mrs. Mat·tin lectured at 
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the Public University of Tallina and also 
at the University of Tartu besides super-
vising the home economics work in the 
country. 
She has also taken part in the organ-
ization of extension work. At present 
they have 78 home economics circles 
ancl the Estonian Home Economics As-
sociation. 'rherc arc 20 instructors, 
eorresponding to our home demonstration 
agents, in active work. 
"Most of my energy I have put into 
home economics pioneer work to make 
the public and ·especially the leading 
people understand what real home econ-
omics is and why we need it. I realize 
that I have got some results but my work 
is not finished yet," writes Mrs. Martin. 
To illustrate her lectures she has pre-
pared a series of 100 slides on home 
mnnagement. Her work is quite varied 
being divided between so many phases 
of home economies. Mrs. Martin is par-
ticularly interested in home management 
problems and hopes that in the future 
she will be able to give her time entirely 
to that :field. 
Just now Mrs. Martin is p1·esident of 
the Estonian Association of University 
·women. Last summer she attended tho 
First International Congress of Rural 
Women in London and the International 
Congress of University Women in Geneva. 
Mrs. Martin has done a great deal 
in furthering the development of home 
economics in Estonia. Iowa State may 
he well proud of l1er. 
-Ruth Dean 
New Books for High School Home 
Economics 
Child Care and Training- Faig1·e and 
Anderson, The University of Minnesota 
Press. 
Problems in Home Living-Justin and 
Rust. Lippincott. , 
Coed-Be Beaut iful 
It is not the beautiful women men 
admire, though they are attracted to 
them at first. But it is the interesting 
women, the sympathetic and kindly wo-
men, the women who are good sports 
nnd do not wear chips on their shoulders 
nor have to be handled with gloves. It 
is the adaptable women who :fit in any-
where and are easy to get along with. 
rt is the women who are interested in 
the things they are interested in and 
who are willing to devote some time to 
smoothing their fur the right way. 
That is true beauty which has not only 
substance, but a spirit; a beauty that 
we must intimately know, justly to ap-
prceiate.-Colton. 
I love everything that's old: old 
friends, old times, old manners old books 
oid wine. ' ' 
-Goldsmith 
Cur tains-New for Old ARE you going to entertain the club soon, or are . some long expected 
guests coming to pay that expected 
visiU P erhaps you '1·e going to have a 
party. Then you desire that your house 
shall look its best. Really, there's noth-
ing like letting a special. occasion start 
us when we want to get things done. 
How can you make your home look 
smarter~ If the window treatments 
are shabby, you can greatly change 
the appearance of the room merely by 
selecting proper curtains. 
You know how bare and uninviting a 
room seems when the draperies and cur-
tains are down during house cleaning 
time, and the charm of many rooms care-
fully planned otherwise, is lost b ecause 
of poorly chosen draperies. In choosing 
draperies for the more f01·mal rooms of 
the house, great care should be taken in 
the selection of material. If your side 
draperies are of damask, velvet or bro-
cade, it is appropriate to have the glass 
curtains made of silk or rayon gauze 
and laces, while with cretonne, chintz or 
linen drapes use the cotton materials, 
such as net, scrim, marquisette, etc. The 
design and color of the curtains exert a 
strong influence on the atmosphere of 
the room. 'rhe north room needs warm 
eolors which will give the effect of sun-
light. The southern exposure, through 
which comes a quantity of sunlight, needs 
softened colors that are restful. Bl"ight 
sunlight and bright color do not make 
a livable combination. Cool green, blue 
or lavender help to subdue the overly 
bright and glaring room. 
If the rug or wall paper is :figured, a 
plain drapery is often the wisest selec-
tion, though striped materials often do 
well in this sort of room. If the rugs 
and walls are plain, a figured material 
is always a happy choice for overdrapcs 
- too much pattern gives a confusing 
effect. The n1g may also be patterned if 
it is inconspicuous in color and design. 
Daintiness is usually the keynote of 
the bedroom. Sheer ruffled white cur-
tains are always attractive. The color 
scheme of the room may be carried out 
in various ways, such as colored ruffles, 
colored bindings, dotted materials or, 
perhaps, a colored valance. 
Kitchen curtains must be made so that 
they are easy to wash and iron. They 
are pretty if they are gay in color, but 
the color should be of the sort that is 
tub proof. Unbleached muslin curtains 
bounll with a colored scalloped border 
make a stunning effect in the kitchen. 
There is beauty and distinction in th e 
design of cretonnes and all the more ap-
preciable because they can be purchased 
at a moderate cost. It can be used ef-
fectively in the living room, sun porch, 
breakfast room and dining room, as well 
as kitchen. Some good housekeepers have 
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two sets of draperies for the living room 
as well as for the bedrooms, one for 
winter and the other for summer use. 
In this case, there is an ad vantage in 
having a set to use while one is being 
laundered and cleaned. 
Hanging the curtains affords another 
problem. If a valance is used, it should 
hang from a rod of its own placed over 
the sicle draperies. Draperies may hang 
straight to the floor or you may tie them 
back with a cord or with a cuff of the 
material. If you hav~ groups of two 01: 
more windows, decorate them as one unit, ' 
using the draperies at the extreme ends 
with a valance to complete and tie to-
gether the whole group. 
Glass curtains should extend to the 
sill or apron of the window and may 
either be hung straight or tied back. One 
wide curtain or two narrower ones may 
be used. The fullness should be one and 
a half times that of the window opening. 
Window trimmings are so simple to 
make that even the most inexperienced 
neccl 110t hesitate to undertake it; and 
there is nothing like new curtains to add 
new beauty, when you wish to dress your 
home for spring, fall or any special oc-
casion. 
He jests _at sears, that never felt a 
wound-Shakespeare. 
All men are by nat m-e equal, made all 
of the same earth by the same Workmatl; 
and however we deceive ourwlves, as dear 
unto God is the poor peasant as the 
mighty prince.--Plato. 
Our doubts are traitors 
And make us lose the good we oft might 
win 
By fearing to attempt. 
-Shakespeare 
~--st-:dio -P~~:----] I Gifts-Antiques l Costume Jewelry I 408 Dougles Ave. Ames, ~owa 2nd Floor 
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I -from the tailored to sports I 
1 and afternoon-tea-dinner and I ! formal. ! 
I The Riekenberg Co. ! 
1 STYLE SHOP··: 1 
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The Nook 
POCKETS 
A child should have a pocket-
Supposing on the road 
He runs across a beetle 
Or -a lizard, or a toad~ 
However will he carry them~ 
Whatever will he do 
If he hasn't got a pocket 
To put them into~ 
A child should have a pocket 
On which he fairly dotes I 
Not one or two, but many 
In his little waistcoats-
A11d one will be for money 
He finds on the roads, 
Aml one for cake and cookies-
And one for hoptoads! 
- Susan Adger Williams 
GOOD-BYE! 
The g1·eatest thing, I think, 
When I have traveled far, 
Is to come back home 
Whe1·e all the old things are. 
When I rise at morning, 
The thought indeed is sweet; 
That I have see:n the dawn 
On a strange and distant street. 
'l'hat I have watched the su11, 
'l'he one I knew at homo, 
From some ruined temple 
In historic Rome. 
'l'hat I have walked around 
Famed Trafalgar SquaTo. 
And b1·eathed with Englishmen 
The foggy London air. 
'l'hat Ireland has seen me; 
And now I am at home 
When once I leaned and kissed 
The fateful Blarney stone. 
Sitting home at evenings 
Now seems more worth while, 
For I have seen the Sphinx 
Gazing down the Nile. 
-Anonymous 
E ASTER LILIES 
Slender and straight, 
White as snow, 
Cool and aloof 
Lilies grow. 
Like stately ladies 
Shedding tears; 
Lilies stand nodding 
Over biers. 
Friends of Death. • 
Tall with pride. 
They mourn the Savior 
At Eastertide. 
-Anonymous 
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ROMANCE OF LINOLEUM 
(Continued from page 2) 
should never be used if you wish to pro· 
long the life of your linoleum. Caustic 
acids eat into the cork and colors of 
the rugs. 
Battleship linoleum is the heaviest 
made. It is suitable for rooms which 
get hard wear and where easy-under-foot 
carpeting is d~sired. The printed linol-
eum is less durable than the inlaid. In-
laid has the pattern laid on by hand 
on the burlap back and passed under a 
heated hydraulic press which subjects 
t hem to enormous pressure which fastens 
them to the burlap. I nlaid is not much 
more expensive than printed, and t he 
variety of patterns now on the market 
make it suitable for any room where a 
superior floor covering is desirable. Tile 
effects are much in vogue now, and t he 
bright colors of odd "tiles" add to the 
effectiveness of the room itself. 
-Margaret Marnette 
B1·avery never goes out of fashion. 
- Thackeray 
--------------------·-, I I I PARNO'S I 
I Jevvelry Store I I II CRANFORD BLDG. 
I I 
~·-----------------------~ 
~----------------------·1 I PICTURE FRAMING 
1 SWING FRAMES 
1l Miller's Wallpaper and Paint 
Store 1------~~~~~~:-~~:-______ J 
~---------------------1 Walsh's Furniture & Hardware I We buy and sell everything for the home in new and used furni· ture, stoves, rugs, linoleum, and 
ranges. Opposite Theaters. 1 Phone 685 - Ames, Iowa 
~--------------------~ 
r-----------------------1 I G et it at the I 
I Lincoln Way I 
I I 
1 Pharmacy 1 I I I THE REXALL I I STORE 
i _ w_e~~ .~~:s. ~-~~:.1.0~~ • ~
Cannibals at the Matrix Table 
(Continued from page 5) 
interested in journalism, other prominent 
girls of the campus, faculty women and 
wives of faculty men, a number of towns-
women of Ames, several women from 
the Des Moines alumna chapter of Theta 
Sigma Phi and other Des Moines women 
who are prominent in journalistic circles. 
The success of this second Matrix Tab-
le sponsored by the local chapter, last 
year's Table being the first, is a proph-
ecy that the dinner will be continued in 
the future. 
-Viola Wright 
Houses are built to live in more than 
to look on; therefore let use be preferred 
beforo uniformity, except where both 
may be had.- Bacon. 
Home is where the heart is. 
-Pliny 
r----------------·1 
Kickernick 
Combrazere 
$2.95 
A three-in-one combination 
of brassiere, vest and bloom-
ers, made of 'fricosette rayon, 
elastic or cuff knee, complete-
ly eliminates all excess under-
garment material. For the 
more slender type it is a more 
perfect garment to wear as a 
foundation for the new form 
fitting outer costumes. 
Sold Exclusively at 
I 
I I 
~-----------.·--------------·-·-·-·---~~ 
Mrs. John B. Average 
also wants her vitamins 
:Nirs. John B . .Average hasn't had a home economics 
education; she probably didn't have home economics 
in high school. But she does read a woman's maga-
zine and a newspaper. 
Home economics schools, situated in colleges that 
have buildings and campuses are fine, of course, and 
necessary, but their combined output of graduates 
wouldn't furnish sufficient housewives for Chicago. 
r ; The woman's magazine and the newspaper are the 
home economics school Mrs. John B . .Average attends. 
Instructors in these great common schools of home 
economics are the home economics graduates trained 
in journalism who write for the women's magazine 
and for the women's page of the newspaper. 
Occasionally, also, a home economics graduate 
trained in journalism gets a job with the gas company, 
writing booklets which tell Mrs. John B . .Average 
how to bake cakes with a gas stove; or a job with 
the refrigerator company telling Mrs . .Average how 
to make a frozen fruit salad with her new mechanical 
refrigerator. 
It's a home economics graduate trained in journal· 
ism who gets the job teaching the common housewife 
where to find vitamins for papa and the children. 
lOW A STATE COLLEGE 
.AMES 
>t ,, 
Spring Colors 
Blues, B 1 a c k s, 
Black and White, 
Greens, Soft Reds, 
Whites. 
((Suit Yourself at Y ounkers-" 
-The suit is the smart 
woman's first choice for spring 
Tailored suits and peplum suits-with flared, 
pleated, and straight skirts. \Vaist-lines are 
nipped-in, and tuck-in blouses predominate. 
$29.75-$39.75 
Third Floor 
Evening Wear 
li'rocks with high-waisted, long-limbed effects. 
belted charmingly and with t iered skirts-in 
printed taffetas, nets, chiffons, and in laces. 
$15.00-$19.95-$29.75. 
Long kid gloves and lace mitts. 
'rhird Floor Misses Shop 
Hemlines for E very Hour 
- Sport- four inches below the knee. 
- Daytime on the street-Hen and fixe inches 
below the knee. 
-Afternoon-ankle length. 
-Evening-touching the floor . 
'Younlrer J3rothers 
Harris -....Emery 's 
Spring Details 
P eplums, Boleros, 
Short Sleeves, Lin· 
gerie touches. 
C a p e s, P I e a t s, 
